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I. Introduction 
The Canadian Labour Force Survey (LFS) is con- 

ducted each month by Statistics Canada and is de- 
signed to produce estimates for various labour 
force characteristics. The LFS sample design 
follows a rotation scheme that permits the re- 
placement of one-sixth of the households in the 
sample each month (see [7]). The sample is com- 
posed of six panels or rotation groups. A panel 
remains in the sample for a period of six consec- 
utive months. 

As pointed out in Bailar [I ], one of the major 
drawbacks of composite estimation currently in 
use for the U.S. Current Population Survey (CPS) 
is its bias as compared to the simple ratio esti- 
mator for estimates of level. This bias stems 
from rotation group differences: the phenomenon 
that estimates based on data from different pan- 
els relating to the same time period do not have 
the same expected value. This phenomenon, often 
referred to as the rotation group bias, has been 
studied for LFS (see [2] and [6]). Recently, 
Huang and Ernst [4] have reported results in the 
context of the CPS on the performance of AK com- 
posite estimator introduced initially by Gurney 
and Daly [3]. A and K are constants in the equa- 
tion defining the composite estimator. Their re- 
sults show improvement over the composite esti- 
mates currently in use for CPS as regards vari- 
ance and bias. 

The objective of this investigation is to stu- 
dy the suitability of composite estimation tech- 
niques for LFS. In this study the performance of 
different composite estimators for estimates of 
level and estimates of change will be investiga- 
ted for the following five characteristics; in 
labour force, employed, employed agriculture, 
employed non-agriculture, and unemployed. These 
composite estimators are compared with the simple 
ratio estimator (henceforth referred to as simple 
estimator). The study is based on the province 
of Ontario data for 1980- 1981. 

2. Definitions and Notation 
We are interested in estimating Y the number 

m 
of persons in the population with a certain char- 
acteristic for the month m. Let 

Ym, i = A simple estimator of Y based on the 
• th m th 
I panel (i = 1,2 .... 6). Here i pan- 
nel refers to the sub-sample (rotationeH 
group) that is in the sample for the ith 
time. It will be referred to as the i-- 
panel estimator. 

dm,m_ I = estimate of change (Ym - Ym-1 ) f r o m  

the month (m-l) to the month m based 
on five panels that are common to the 
months m and (m-l) 
6 

= jZ2 (Ym, j- Ym-l, j-1 ) /5 

Ym' = AK composite estimator of Ym defined as 

(2.1) 
, i I A 6 

Ym = ~ (i - K + A)Ym, I + ~ (i- K- ~) jZ=2 Ym, j 

! 

+ K(Ym_ I + dm,m_ I) 

where K and A are constants, and O <_ K < i. 
The equation (2.1) defines a class of estima- 

tors referred to as AK composite estimators. The 
estimators obtained by taking A = 0 in (2.1) are 
referred to as K composite estimators. The sim- 
ple estimator, to be denoted by Ym' can ne ob- 

tained by taking A = 0 and K = 0 in (2.1). We 
investigate the relative performance of the opti- 
mal (minimum variance or minimum mean square er- 
ror) AK composite, K composite and simple estima- 
tors. 

We assume that rotation group bias E(Ym, i) -Ym 

is independent of m and is a function of i. We 
denote this bias by ~i 

Formally, 

(2.2) ~i = E(Ym,i) - Ym 

The expression for the bias of the composite es- 
timator is given in appendix I. 

3. Assumptions 

' V(ym) , The expression for the variance of Ym' 

involves the variances and covariances of various 
panel estimators (see appendix I). We assume the 
following variance- covariance structure for var- 
ious panel estimators. These assumptions conform 
to the LPS rotation pattern. 

(i) V(Ym, i) = 2 for all m, and i = 1,2 .... 6. 
2 

(ii) Cov(Ym,i, Ym-j, i-j ) = 0jo , 

where j = i, 2, ..5 and j < i _< 6. 
Here pjo 2 is the covariance between overlapping 

rotation groups j months apart and is assumed to 
be stationary, i.e., it is a function of j and 
not of m. 2 

(iii) Cov(Ym,i, Ym-j, 6+i-j ) = Yj~ 

where (a) 1 < i < j _< 6, or 
(b) 7 < j < II, and j - 5 < i < 6 

That is, yjo 2 is the covariance between estimators 

based on a rotation group and its immediate prede- 
cessor rotation group j months apart and is as- 
sumed to be stationary as before. It is reason- 
able to assume that y's will be positive since 
generally households on their final exit from the 
sample are replaced by their neighbours. 

(iv) The expression for V(y m) contains covari- 

ance terms not included in the assumptions 
(ii) and (iii). Some of these are 

Cov(Ym, i, Ym,j) for i#j, CoV(Ym, i, Ym_l,j) 

for i = i, j # 6, and i # i, j # i- i, 

and Cov(Ym,i, Ym-g, j) for g > 12. 

These and all other covariances not defined above 
and existing in the expression for V(y m) are as- 
sumed to be zero. 

Following these assumptions, a variance expres- 
sion for the AK composite estimator was derived in 
terms of the above parameters. The mathematical 
details for derivation of the expression for the 
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bias and variance of Ym' and the variance of 

! _ ! 
Ym Ym-I are given in Appendix I. 

4. Results and Discussion 
The quantities pj and yj in the expression for 

V(Ym) were replaced by their estimates (For de- 

tails of the methodology for estimating p's and 
y's, see [5]). Note that, under the assumptions 
(see section 3), p j = 0 for j _> 6 and yj = 0 for 

j _> 12. Estimates of p j, p j, are given in table 

i. The estimate of P5 has been obtained by extra- 

polating other P.'S as it was not possible to es- 
J 

timate it directly from the sample. Note that 
Sj (j = 1,2 .... 5) is a decreasing function of j 

for all the five characteristics. This is consis- 
tent with what we expect intutively about the be- 

, ! 
haviour of p j s. Also p j s are high for all the 

characteristics except unemployed. ^ 
Table 1 also gives the estimates ~j. The es- 

timates ~5 and ~iI were obtained respectively by 

interpolating and extrapolating other yj's. In- 

tuitevely, we expect yj's to decrease with j for 

each characteristic. We observe that this is not 
^ 

the case with yj's. Although ~j s do not exhibit 

monotonic decreasing behaviour, we point out that 
whenever the difference (~j+l - ~j) is positive, 

its magnitude is very small. The positiveness of 
these differences could be due to the sampling 
variability. 

In the following discussion, the term relative 
efficiency of AK composite (or K composite) esti- 
mate refers to its efficiency relative to the sim- 
ple estimator. 

Table 2 gives the results of comparing 
the estimated variances of three estimators. These 
are: (i) optimal AK composite estimator, i.e., an 
estimator having minimum variance among the class 
of estimators defined by (2.1), (ii) optimal K 
composite estimator (obtained by taking A = 0 in 
(2.1) and having minimum variance among all esti- 
mators in this subclass), and (iii) the simple es- 
timator. For 0 _< K < i, nearly optimal values of 
K and (K,A) are also given (K was incremented by 
0.i and the optimal value of A was determined for 
each fixed K). Here, a value (K,A) is referred 
to optimal value if the AK composite estimator 
with this value has the smallest variance among 
all AK composite estimators defined by (2.1). Sim- 
ilar definition applies to the term 'optimal K'. 

! 
Table 2 (domput~d using ~j s given in table i) 

shows that, for all characteristics except "unem- 
ployed" there are 18-21% gains in relative effi- 
ciency for the K composite estimates and 26-30% 
gains in the relative efficiency for the AK com- 
posite estimates. 

To determine the effect of yj's on the relative 

efficiencies, yj s were replaced by zero's in the 

expression for V(y m) and the optimal K, optimal 

(K,A), and the relative efficiencies were compute& 
These results are also given in table 2. Note 

that the optimal K's and optimal (K,A)'s in the 
two cases are different. Comparison of the 
corresponding relative efficiencies in these two 
cases shows that positive y's have negative ef- 
fect on the reduction in variance, i.e., gains in 
relative efficiency are reduced. The greatest 
reduction in relative efficiency is for the char- 
acteristic "employed agriculture". This is the 
characteristic with relatively high values of 
j's. Thus taking yj's to be zero, when yj > 0, 

can result in over estimation of the relative ef- 
ficiencies and the degree of over estimation de- 
pends on the magnitude of yj's. 

As mentioned in the introduction, one of the 
drawbacks of the composite estimates of level is 
their bias as compared to the simple estimator. 
Thus comparing the variances of biased estimators 
can sometimes result in erroneous conclusions 
about the relative performance of these estimate~ 
It is appropriate to examine the mean square er- 
ror in the case of biased estimates. The expres- 

' (see appendix I) involves sion for the bias of Ym 

~°'s (the rotation group biases). The quantity 
i 

~i = Ym,i - ~m is an unbiased estimator of ~.z if 
A 

Y is an unbiased estimator of Y . We assume that 
m m 
the simple estimator Ym is an unbiased estimator 

6 
of Ym, i.e., iE=l ~i = 0. 

Values of ~. (i = 1,2 .... 6) for various char- 
l 

acteristics are given in table 3. For each of 
three characteristics "in labour force", "em- 
ployed" and "employed non-agriculture", we note 
that: (i) ~i is negative while all other ~'z's are 

positive; and (ii) I~iI is large relative to the 

other ~. 's. For each of the remaining two char- 
m 

acteristics, @.'s do not deviate too much. 
z 

Tables 4 and 5 give the optimal K, the op- 
timal (K,A) and results of comparing mean square 
errors. Two criteria of optimality are used. 
One is based on the concept of minimum variance 
(as is the case for table 2), and .the 
other is based on the concept of minimizing the 
mean square error. 

It is shown in appendix I that 

E(Ym) = Ym + [A~I + K(~6 - ~i )]/[5(I-K)]" 

Bias of each estimate in tables 4&5 is computed by 
using ~i and ~6 (given in table 3) instead of ~i 

and ~6 in the above formula. Now we discuss the 

results of tables 4 and 5. 
For the K composite estimate (based on minimum 

mean square error optimality) there is only mod- 
erate gain in relative efficiency for the charac- 
teristic "employed agriculture" and nominal gain 
for the characteristic "unemployed". Also, the 
bias of the estimates for these two characteris- 
tics is small. For the remaining characteristics 
the simple estimate is the optimal K composite 
estimate. 

The K composite estimates (considered in table 
2 and based on minimum variance optimality) for 
the three characteristics "in labour force", "em- 
ployed" and "employed non-agriculture" have rela- 
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tive efficiencies less than 10%. In these cases, 
the poor performance can be attributed to the 
large bias. For each of the remaining two char- 
acteristics, K composite estimate is only margin- 
ally better that the simple estimator, i.e., the 
gain in relative efficiency is insignificant. The 
difference in the corresponding relative effi- 
ciency results in tables 2 and 4 is due to the 
different relative efficiency definitions used 
for the two tables. For table 2, relative effi- 
ciency is defined as the ratio of appropriate va- 
riances whereas for tables 4 and 5, me~n square 
errors are u~ed instead!Q~f the variances. 

The AK composite estimate (based on minimum 
mean square optimality) shows relative efficiency 
gains in the range 16-22% for all characteristics 
except unemployed. Also, the bias of estimate for 

each characteristic is small. 
The AK composite estimate (based on minimum 

variance optimality), like the corresponding K 
composite estimate, has very low relative effi- 
ciency for the characteristics "in labour force", 
"employed", and "employed non-agriculture". Als~ 
there is large bias in these cases. The gain in 
relative efficiency for the characteristic "em- 
ployed agriculture" is moderate whereas the corre- 
sponding gain for the characteristic "unemployed" 
is nominal. The slight difference in the optimal 
(K,A) values (corresponding to the minimum vari- 
ance) in tables 2 and 5 is due to the minor dif- 
ferences in the computational techniques used for 

generating these tables. 
The results in tables 4&5 show that, among the 

four composite estimates discussed above, the op- 
timal AK composite estimates (based on minimum 
mean square error) have relative efficiencies 
higher for all characteristics than the correspon- 
ding relative efficiencies for other composite es- 
timates. We will discuss later the results in 

the last column of table 5. 

Characteristics i 
- . . ^  

p 
In Labour Force ^i 

Y 
i .161 

P 
i .852 

Emp loye d 
i .164 

. . . . .  

^ 

P 
i .955 

Employed - ^ 
Agriculture Y 

i .477 
~ ~ - 

p 
i .861 

Employed Non- 
Agriculture" i .184 

Unemp loye d 

• 

We note, from the expression for E(y') given 

earlier, that Ym- Ym-i is an unbiased mestimator 

of Y - Y , i.e., K or AK composite estimates 
m m-i 

of change are unbiased. Table 6 gives the opti- 
mal K, optimal (K,A), and relative efficiency re- 
sults for optimal K composite and optimal AK com- 
posite estimates of change. The gains in rela- 
tive efficiency for the Characteristics "in labour 
force", "employed", and "employed non-agriculture,' 

are in the 46-55% range for K composite and AK 
composite estimates. For the characteristic "em- 
ployed agriculture", the optimal AK composite es- 
timate is also optimal K composite and the gain 
in relative efficiency is about 135%. The gain 
in relative efficiency for the characteristic 
"unemployed" is about 6% for both estimates. 

It should be pointed out that the optimal val- 
ues of K or (K,A) are characteristic dependent. 
Thus the additive property of the estimates is 
not preserved. To preserve additivity, a common 
value of K = 0.4 and A - 0.4 was selected for es- 
timates of level and change. The following re- 
marks describe the performance of the AK composite 
estimate with K = 0.4 and A = 0.4. The last col- 
umn of table 5 shows that the gains in relative 
efficiency for AK composite estimates of level 
are in the 6-10% range for all characteristics 
except "unemployed". The results of table 6 show 
that the gains in relative efficiency for AK com- 
posite estimates of change are in the 12-15% range 
for all characteristics except "unemployed. The 
gain in relative efficiency for AK composite es- 
timates of level and change is about 2-3% for the 
characteris tic "unemployed". 

TABLE 1 

1 
Estimated Correlations p's and y's (1980-1981 Ontario) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

.843 .782 .717 .674 .631 - - 

• 141 .128 .133 .135 .136 .125 

• 779 • 709 .664 .619 - 

• 136 •142 .142 .146 .149 .148 
• .j . . 

• 926 .901 .861 .821 - 

.474 .459 ,483 .474 . .486 .4..80 

. 791 . 724 .678 .632 - 

.147 .157 .162 .167 .166 

.334 .286 .238 - 

. . . .  .076 .063 .057 .051 .045 . 

.15Q 
A 

p 
i .580 445 

^ 

Y 
• i . 141 . 0 74 

8 

.127 .124 

.150 .153 

.429 .394 

.169 .174 

.060 .077 

i0 ii 
, 

.122 .127 
.. 

.141 .148 

.323 .252 

.156 .166 

.136 .074 

p. (i = 6,7 .... ,ii) is equal to zero (see section 4). 
l 
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TABLE 2 

Characteristics 

In Labour Force 

Employed 

Employed 
Agriculture 

Employed Non- 
Agriculture 

Unemp loye d 

The Optimal (K,A) and K, and the Relative 

2 
Efficiencies of K Composite and AK Composite Estimators 

^ 

Using Yi values given in Table 1 

K Composite AK Composite 

Optimal Relative Optimal Relative 
.... K Efficiency K A Efficiency 

^ 

Yi=0 for all i 

K Composite AK Composite 

Optimal Relative Optimal Relative 
K Efficiency K A Efficiency 

0.7 118.8 

0.7 118.5 

0.8 120.6 

0.7 119.4 

0.3 102.8 

0.8 0.48 128.4 

0.8 0.49 128.1 

0.8 0.38 126.9 

0.8 0.47 129.3 

0.5 0.38 105.2 

0.7 125.5 

0.7 125.3 

0 .8  167.3 

0.7 126.9 

0.4 104.4 

0.8 0.50 138.4 

0.8 0.51 137.9 

0.9 0.46 187.9 

0.8 0.49 140.2 

0.6 0.51 108.4 

Relative efficiency is with respect to the simple estimator and is defined as i00 times the 
ratio V (simple estimator) / V (K or AK Composite). 

TABLE 3 

Estimates (in thousands) of Rotation Group Bias ~. 3 
l 

Charac te ris tics 

In Labour Force 

Employed 

Employed 
Agriculture 

Employed 
Non- ag r i cul tu re 
_ ___ 7 -- 

Unemployed 

^ 

-135.3 

-141.7 

-4.2 

-137.5 

6.4 

~2 

39.8 

35.5 

-2.6 

38.0 

4.3 

^ 

3 

41.1 

34.9 

2.2 

32.7 

6.2 

^ 

~4 

31.1 

31.3 

-0.1 

31.3 

e'i is defined as E(Ym, 
i 

-0.i 

^ 

~5 

15.4 

25.4 

4.2 

21.2 

l 16 ) - Ym and estimated by Ym,i i=l Ym,i " 

-9.9 

^ 

~6 

7.9 

14.8 

0.5 

14.3 

-6.9 

TABLE 4 
Comparison of Simple and K Composite Estimators 4,5 

char act e ris tics 

In Labour Force 

Emp loye d 

Emp. Agr. 

Emp. Non-Agr. 

Unemployed 

S imp le 
Monthly level 
Est. 

4480.7 

4186.0 

142.0 

4043.9 

Var. 

432.0 

473.3 
L 

85.7 

498.9 

117.5 

Minimum Mean Square ~rro r 
K IVar. 

0.0 432.0 

0.0 473.3 
.. 

0.6 75.6 

0.0 498.9 

0.2 114.9 

I Bias 

0.0 

0.0 

1.4 

0.0 

-0.7 

I Mse. 

432.0 

473.3 

77.6 

K Composite 

R.E. 

i00.00 

i00.0 

110.5 

294.8 

498.9 i00.0 

115.4 10]..9 

0.7 

0.7 

0.8 

Minimum Variance 
V a r .  

363.8 

399.6 

71.1 

0.7 417.8 

0.3 114.3 

Bias 

66.8 

73.0 

3.7 

70.8 

-I.i 

Mse 

4284.5 

5732.2 

85.1 

5436.1 

115.7 

R.E. 

9.0 

8.3 

i00.7 

9.2 

101.6 

4 Estimates are in thousands, var. and Mse. are in millions. 

5 Relative Efficiency (in tables 4 and 5) is with respect to the simple estimator and is defined as 
i00 times the ratio Mse (simple estimator)/Mse (K or AK Composite). 
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TABLE 5 
Comparison of Simple and AK Composite Estimators 

AK Composite 
' ~ '  K=A=.4 for all 

Characteristics Minimum Mean Square Error Minimum Variance characteristics.. 
-K A Var. Bias Mse R.E. K A Var. Bias Mse. R.E. Var Bias Mse. R.E. 

In Labour Force 

Employed 

Emp. Agr. 

Emp. Non-Agr. 

Unemployed 

.7 .7 358.1 3.7 371.5 116.3 

.8 .9 397•7 -2•4 403.2 117•4 

.8 .6 68.7 1.2 70.2 122.2 

.8 .9 418.0 -2.3 423.3 117.9 

• 4 .4 112.5 -0.9 113.3 103.7 

.8 .5 336•5 46•9 2532•4 17•1 

• 8 .5 369•5 54.3 3320.9 14.3 

.8 .4 67•6 2.1 71.8 119.4 

.8 .5 385.9 52.7 3161.7 15.8 

.5 .4 Iii. 7 -1.6 114.4 102.7 

391•8 1.0 392•9 ii0.0 

428•9 2.0 432•8 109•4 

80.8 0.i 80.8 106.1 

45 2.8 1.9 456.4 109.5 

112.5 -0.9 113 3 103.7 

6 TABLE 6 
Relative Efficiency of Composite Estimators for Month-to-Month Change 

Labour Force 
Characteristics 

In Labour Force 

Emp loye d 

Emp. Agr. 

Emp. Non-Agr. 

Unemployed 

K - composite AK - composite 

Op t imal Re lat ive 
,, K ...... E,fficienc~v 

0.9 146.6 

0.9 151.0 

0.9 234.7 

0.9 154.0 

0.4 106.0 

Optimal Relative 
K A . . . . .  Efficienc~ 

0.9 0.i 147.9 

0.9 0.i 152.3 

0.9 0.0 234.7 

0.9 0.1 155.2 

0.6 0.2 106.4 

Common K, A 
K=0.4 A=0.4 
Relative 
Efficiency 

113.3 

114.1 

112.3 

114.1 

102.9 

Relative efficiency is with respect to the simple estimator and is defined as i00 times the ratio 
of appropriate variances• 

APPENDIX I 
! 

i. Expression for the Variance of Ym 

We assume that the composite estimators have be- 
come sufficiently stable over time and hence we 
can take V(y m) = V(Y~l). We express (2.i) as 

! __ (4 i) Ym Ym + K(d + Ym i ) where 
" m, m-i - 

6 

(4 2) Ym =[(I-K+A)Ym 1 + (I-K-A/5) Z y ]/6 
" , i=2 m,i 

then 

(4.3) V(y m) = [V(y m) + K 2 V(dm,m_ I) + 

,d i ) + 2K Cov(Ym,Y'm_l) + 2K Cov (Ym m,m- 

2K 2 Cov(dm,m_l,Y~l) ]/(I-K 2) 

To eliminate y' on the right side of (4.3), we 
expand as follows: 

, _ 12 (K g- 1 + K g d + 
(4.4) Ym-i- l Ym-g m-g,m-g-i ) 

g=l 

K 12 , 
Ym-13 

Substituting (4.4) in (4.2) and dropping zero 
terms, we have 

. = ) + K 2 V(d m + (4 5) V(y m) [V(Y m ,m_i ) 

, i ) + 2 12 Kg{cov(Ym,Ym_ ) + 2K Cov(y m, % m- g=l g 

N Cov(dm,m_l, Ym_g) 

,d ,m_g_l ) + + K Cov(y m m-g 

2 d } ] / ( I-K 2) 
+ K Coy (%,re_l, m-g,m-g-I ) 

We give the expressions for the variances and 
covariances on the right side of (4.5). 

(4.6) V(y ) =[5(l-K) 2 + A 2] ~2/30 
m 

2 
(4.7) V(dm,m_ I) = 2d (I-P I)/5 

(4.8) Cov(Ym,dm,m_l ) = [5(l-K) (l-Pl) 2 

A(I-PI~ ~2]/30 

We define the indicator function I(a,b) as 
follows: 

=~ i, if a < b 
I(a,b) i 0, other~ise 

Let g' - g-6 and p = i. Also, note that p = 0 
o g 

for g >_ 6 and yg 0 for g > 12. Then 

(4.9) Cov(Ym,Ym_~ = {25(l-K) 2(6-g) + 

IOA(1-K)(g-B) - gA 2} 0 I(g,5)~2/900 + 
g 

{25(6-Jg'l)(l-K) 2 + 10(Jg' ]-3)A(I-K) - 

Ig' JA2}y ~2{l-l(g,6)l(6,g)}/900 + 
g 

2 
+ {5(I-K) 2 + A 2" . tY6cr  l(g,6)l(6,g)/30. 
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(4.10) Cov(d ,y ) = {5(6-g)(1-K) + 
m,m-i m-g 

2 /  _ 
gA} l(g,D)(p -p )p 150 + [{5(g-l)(l-K) 

g g-i 

(g-1)A} l(g,6) + {5(12-g)(l-K) + 

, _ 2 

(g-6)A} 1(7 g)] (Yg Yg_l ) /150 

(4.11) Cov(Ym,dm_g,m_g_l) = {5(5-g)(l-K) - 

(5-g)A} l(g,D)(pg - Pg+l)O2/i50 + 

[{5g(l-K) -A(g-6)} l(g,5) + {5(ll-g)(l-K) - 

_ 2 

(ll-g)A} l(6,g)] (yg Yg+l)~ /150 

(4.12) Cov(d ,d i ) = 
m,m-I m-g,m- g- 

2 
o [(5-g)(20 - P - Pg+l) l(g 5) + 

g g-i 

(5-Ig-61) (2yg-yg_1-Yg+l)]/25. 

aA 2 Hence, V(Y') can be expressed as + bA + c = 
f(a) wherema,b and c are functions of K, O's and 
y's. It can be shown that a 2 0. The values of 
A that minimize the variance of AK estimator 
was determined for K = 0.0 (0. i)0.9. Among 
these (A,K)'s, the optimal value of (A,K) was 
selected and is presented in table 2. 

! 
2. Expression for the bias of Ym 

Let ~ be the bias of the estimator y . Note 
i m,i 

that the bias is assumed to be independent of m 
and is a function of the rotation group. 
Formally, 

E(Ym,i) = Ym + ~''l Then 

E(y m) = (I-K)Y + (I-K) 6 ~ /6 + 
m i=l i 

A(~ I - i=g2 ~./5)/6 = (I-K)Y + ~(say). 1 m 

E(dm,m-l) = Ym - Ym-I + (~6 - ~1)/5" Hence 

) = Y + {~ + K - /5} (I+K+ +K n-l)+ 
E(Ym' m (~6 ~i ) "" " 
n 

K E(Ym_ n Ym-n)" 

Hence, for sufficiently large n 
6 

E(y') = Y + g ~ /6 + 
m m i=l i 

A (~i- ~ ~ /5)/(6(I-K)) + K(~6-GI)/(5(I-K)) 1 2 i 
6 

In our study, it is assumed that i>.__l ~ = O. 
i 

For this case, we have 

m(Ym) = Ym + [A~I + K(a6-a l)]/(5(l-K). 

. , _ y' 3 Expression for the variance of _ Ym 
m-1 

For K=0, 

V Ym m- Y1 )A2 ( ' - y' i ) = o 2 {(30 + Pl + 5 + 

20(P 1 - Y1)A + 150 - 25 (5P 1 + YZ ) ] ' / 4 5 0 ,  

for K # 0, 

V(y m y'm_l) o 2 {A2-m(I-Pl)KA + 5(I-K)2 _ = ~- 

2 
2(I-01)K(K+5)}/30K - (I-K) V(Ym)/K. 
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